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SHRI LOKANATH MJSRA : I under-

stand the Chairman's direction; please leave 
ii to me. 

Sir, may 1 know whether there was any 
reciprocal concessions given by India to 
Great Britain, and what has happened to that 
reciprocal concession, if any ? We could 
have also done away with it; since the 
decision taken by the United Kingdom 
Government was unilateral, we could have 
also done away with it on our part. What 
was the sudden provocation for the United 
Kingdom to put a levy of 15 per cent after 
terminating the agreement of 1939. 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : They have also 
got concessions, preferential treatment, on 
goods of a value of Rs. 17 crores per annum, 
that we import from the United Kingdom. 
We shall take a decision, till now, we have 
not. If they do not give us preference, how 
can they enjoy preference in our market ? It 
is logical. 

About the second question, there is a 
history behind this. This decision was taken 
in 1969 by Mr. Crossland, President of the 
Board of Trade in the Labour Government, 
and this was done with a view to helping the 
local industry. But now they feel, as I saw in 
the United Kingdom, that their local industry 
is not going to gain out of this, it is countries 
like Portugal, Korea and Taiwan which will 
gain out of it, not the British industry. 

SHRI V. B. RAJU : Sir, the Indo-British 
Trade Agreement of 1939 is in respect of 
certain trade preference for export from 
India. The 15 per cent textile duty was 
actually suggested but now the Agreement 
is being scrapped. What about the other 
items '? How is it going to affect our export 
trade as far as Great Britain is concerned 
apart from its entry into the ECM? Is the 
British Government going to levy duty on 
other items also because there are other 
items? 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : I have already 
replied to it. At present, it is confined to 
textile. 
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+ The question was actuallay asked on the 
floor of the House by Dr. Bhai Mahavir. t [ ] 
English translation. 

MR.  CHAIRMAN   :  Next question. 
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 be pleased to state what 
specific steps Government have taken in 
respect of the proposed take-over of the 
export trade of cotton textiles and mica and 
the import trade of dry fruits?] 

THE     MINISTER       OF  FOREIGN 
TRADE/   (SHRI 
L. N. MISHRA):    A statement is laid on 
the Table of the House. 

STATEMENT 

It is the policy of Government to pro-
gressively increase the role of state agencies 
in the import and export trade of the 
country. As regards exports, the policy-has 
been one of a phased expansion of the role 
of the state trading agencies. The state 
trading agencies themselves have to develop 
experience and skill in handling the 
problems of exports. The approach, there 
fore, has been one of progressive increase in 
the role of the public sector in the export 
trade consistent with the need to maximise 
exports. The following steps have been 
taken in respect of the proposed takeover of 
the export trade of cotton textiles and mica 
and the import trade of dry fruits':— 

(i) Cotton textiles.—A study group 
under the Chairmanship of the Textile 
Commissioner has been set up to go into 
the problems of canalisation of exports of 
textiles. The report of the study group is   
awaited. 

(ii) Mica.—The Minerals and Metals 
Trading Corporation was asked to prepare 
a project for take over of the export trade 
in mica. The Corporation has suggested 
taking over of the trade in stages. It is 
proposed to ask the Corporation to enter 
the mica market with 

t [ ] English translation. 
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a view to stabilising the market and ame-
liorating the lot of small mica owners and 
exporters. 

(iii) Dry fruits.—India imports dry fruits 
mainly from Afghanistan and Iran and the 
question of take over of imports of dry 
fruits by a State trading agency is under 
active consideration. Import of (wet) 
dates from Iraq is being made by the 
established importers. In import of dry 
dates, the STC has been introduced in a 
small way. The}' have been issued a 
licence for the import of dry dates from 
Muscat-Oman for Rs. 40 lakhs during 
1971-72. 
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SHRI CHITTA BASU : May I know from 

the hon. Minister whether il is not a fact that 
the textile industry is offering stiff 
opposition to the take-over proposal of the 
Government ? May 1 further know whether 
the Government can assure the House that 
having regard to the fact that immediate 
take-over of the export of cotton textiles 
would facilitate bulk purchase and also end 
the evil practice of over invoicing by the 
private industrialists, the Government would 
take appropriate measures to take over the 
export trade before this year is out ? May I 
also know whether the Government has got 
any proposal to nationalise the textile 
industry in this country ? 

SHRI L. N. M1SHRA : 1 am grateful to 
Mr. Chitta Basu; he has given very good 
arguments which strengthen my case. So far 
as the question of take-over is concerned, as 
I have stated, we have set up a Working 
Group and we are wailing for the 
recommendations of the Working Group. 
About the take-over of the textile industry 
as such, there is no such proposal at the 
moment. 

SHRI PRANAB KUMAR MUKHER-
JEE : Sir, in the course of his reply, the 
Minister stated that the cotton textile 
industry is going through a crisis. He has 
also appointed a s tudy  group on the take-
over of the export trade in that field. May I 
know from the Minister whether it is not a 
fact that without taking over the cotton 
textile industry  and   nationalising it would 
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be of no help to augment   exports   ?   I 
would like to know whether he will assure 
the House that the Government is going  to 
take over the cotton  textile industry and 
nationalise it. 

SHRI L. N. M1SHRA : 1 have replied 
earlier that we are not taking over the in-
dustry as such. We have one organisation, 
the National Textile Corporation, which is 
managing a number of units. At the 
moment we do not want to take over. 
There are about 650 mills in this country 
and it is not going to be a very easy job. 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA : Sir, simply tak-
ing over of the export trade is not going to 
result in increase in the export earnings of 
the country. May I ask the hon. Minister 
whether it is not a fact that the Mica 
Advisory Committee which was appointed 
by the Government last year, had re-
commended that the export levy on the 
commodity at the rate of 40 per cent ad 
valorem should be abolished forthwith and 
that the Government should see to it that 
sophisticated equipment is installed in the 
mines to modernise the existing mines so 
that the output may increase and our ex-
porting capacity may increase ? I would 
like to know whether the Government has 
accepted this suggestion. If so, what action 
has the Government taken in this regard? 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : It is true that the 
committee has made a number of recom-
mendations. This is about the mica in-
dustry as such. We are not going to take 
over the mica industry. We are going to 
take over only the purchasing part of it and 
the export part of it. Regarding the 
question of accepting the recommen-
dations, they are under the active consi-
deration of the Government. We feel that 
the industry needs help from us. It is in a 
very bad shape and it has to be modernised 
and it has to be helped financially and 
otherwise also. 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA : What about my 
question regarding the 40 per cent ad 
valo- 

rem duty ?   Are you going to abolish it ? 

SHRI L.N. MISHRA : I cannot say it 
now. 

SHRI SITARAM JAIPURIA : Sir, 
there is no doubt about ...........  

MR. CHAIRMAN : I do not want to 
know whether you have doubts or not. 
Please put your question. 

SHRI SITARAM JAIPURIA : I want to 
be a little more informed. 

Sir, the hon. Minister has himself said that 
the textile industry is in a rather very bad 
shape. I am sure the hon. Minister is aware 
that the textile industry's thinking is export-
oriented. I would like to know from the hon. 
Minister as to how then this change-over of 
agency, i.e., channelising of exports or take-
over is going to increase exports. Secondly, 
he said about blocking of capital and the 
subsidy payment of fees being eliminated. 
Does he propose that the textile goods for 
exports will be purchased at the market price 
in India from the Mills and then exported, 
thereby avoiding blocking of capital and 
eliminating subsidy which as we all know is 
to subsidise the actual cost and realisation in 
export ? 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : These are matters 
of detail. We will have to wait for the 
recommendations of the Working Group. 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA : In view of 
the textile industry having difficulties 
because of shortage of cotton and the 
machinery being outmoded, how would 
government help in the export of the textile 
products unless they look into these two 
lacuna in the industry ? Will the per-
sonalised treatment that the export is getting 
now, so far as the cotton industry is 
concerned, be available once it is taken over 
by the government and put in the public 
sector ? If that is not so, how does the hon. 
Minister feel that it would boost up the 
textile market so far as export is concerned, 
only by taking it over unless 
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more cotton is available for production and I 
manufacture and the outmoded machinery I 
is replaced by modern machinery ? 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : The hon. Mem-
ber Shri Misra has raised a very important 
point. It is correct that the textile industry 
has two or three chronic elements, one of 
which is its old and outdated machinery. 
We have asked the textile industry to come 
forward and avail of the facilities from the 
government. Even if foreign exchange is 
required, we are prepared to help them 
with that so that the industry does not 
suffer. 

About cotton, 1 have stated already in 
the House that recently a scheme has been 
finalised in consultation with the Planning 
Commission, Agriculture Ministry and 
Finance Ministry to help the cotton 
growers with better and higher productivity 
and increased yield of cotton per acre. We 
are worse off than even countries like 
Egypt and Sudan. Our yield is very low 
and it has to be improved. 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA : My first ques-
tion is: Is the Working Group really work-
ing ? I want to know when it was appoin-
ted and how many times it has met and 
what progress it   has made. Secondly... 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Only one question. 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA : Part (b) of my 
question is: What is the basis of the.Minis-
ter's statement that the textile industry is 
facing trouble ? Only some units of the 
textile industry are facing trouble. Others 
are making profit. Part (c) of my question 
is : What precautions is the government 
taking so that the profits of the profit-
making cotton textile mills are not diverted 
to other industries and are utilised for 
modernisation of the   plant ? 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : The Working 
Group was appointed two-three months 
back. The Textile Commissioner was here 
only two days back. I asked him when he 
will be in a position to submit 

the report. He said that the report will be 
submitted within a few weeks time. I has 
almost finished its work, he said. The report 
is under finalisation and he will be 
submitting it soon. 

About the industry being in trouble, I did 
not say that every mill is in trouble. But the 
industry as such is in trouble because of 
outdated machinery and all that. Some units 
may be making profit because in many 
backward countries they can exploit people. 
But in the world trade, the industry cannot 
compete with others because of its out-dated 
machinery. 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA : He has not 
replied to part (c) of my question as to what 
steps the government is taking to see that 
the profit is not diverted to other industries. 

Sir, during the last twenty-five years... 

MR. CHAIRMAN : No. I do not want any   
more   question.    Please   sit   down. 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA :.. .This is what 
has    iiappened.    Will the   hon.    Minister 
please explain ? 

SHRI L.N. MISHRA : It is not a general 
question. It might be that individuals are 
doing. I do not think that there is any legal 
ban if some small mill makes profits and 
invests somewhere else. Anyway, I will 
look into this. 

SHRI KR1SHAN KANT : Sir, the hon. 
Minister has said that the health of the 
textile industry is not good. May 1 know 
from him whether is it not a fact that the 
health of the textile magnates is very good 
and some of them are overweight ? 

SHRI  JAGDISH PRASAD MATHUR : 
What about the Ministers ? 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT : In view of this, 
may I know from the hon. Minister whether, 
when he says that there will be phased 
takeover they have fixed any target date by 
which   the export trade in respect 

' 
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of textiles and mica would be taken over 
and what steps have been taken for training 
the personnel to have experience in the 
export so that they may not face the same 
trouble as they are facing in the import of 
cotton whenthey are nationalising it ? 
What steps have been taken in this regard? 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : Sir, so far as the 
question of cotton trade is concerned, I 
will correct his impression. The Cotton 
Corporation has been doing exceedingly 
well. It is only one year old and it has 
done a good job. 

About the health of ihe industry, Sir, I 
have stated that the cotton industry as such 
is not in good shape. The British cotton 
industry is not in a good shape and our 
cotlon industry is out of date and is not in 
a competitive position and it has to be 
improved. About the other things, Sir, 
every Member has got the liberty to make 
any remark. 

SHRI KR1SHAN KANT : Sir, what 
about the phased programme ? What 
about the target date ? 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : So far we have 
not fixed any target date. The moment we 
receive the report we shall take a decision. 
As you know, Sir, this will have to go to 
the Cabinet and I cannot give a definite 
date.   But it should not be long. 

SHRI RAJENDRA PARTAP S1NHA: 
Sir, It has been stated in the statement laid 
by the hon. Minister that so far as the mica 
trade is concerned, the Minerals and Metals 
Trading Corporation has suggested taking 
over of the trade in stages. Will | the hon. 
Minister please let us know what those 
stages are ? He has not given any details. 
He has got the details. Will the hon. Minister 
please let us know when he proposes to take 
over the whole trade ? i 

Now, Sir, with regard to the dry fruits, 
the Minister himself has stated that the 
importers are making 400 or 500 per cent 
profits.    J wonder whether the Minister is 

aware of these scandalous things that are 
happening in the country with regard to the 
import of dry fruits. There is a whole gang 
in this. I wonder whether he is aware of 
that... 

MR. CHAIRMAN : What is your ques-
tion ? 

SHRI RAJENDRA PARTAP SINHA: 
Sir, 1 know that so far as the export trade is 
concerned there is difficulty in taking over. 
But so far as the import trade is concerned, 
there should be no difficulty in taking over 
and he has just said that they are doing it in 
stages. He has just now said that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : What is your ques-
tion, please ? 

SHRI RAJENDRA PRATAP SINHA : 
Sir, he has said that they have taken up the 
import of dry dates only in a small way. 
What is the difficulty in taking over the 
entire import of this immediately? This is 
what I would like to know. 

SHRI L.N. MISHRA : About taking over 
of the export of mica, I have stated that in 
the beginning it was thought that we might 
not disturb the present exporting agency or 
those people who are exporting and that we 
might appoint them as our accredited 
agents and they could go on exporting. But 
there is this Corporation also. That is what 
is meant by stages. Directly we do not want 
to enter into the field of export of mica. 

As far as the import of dry l iui ts  is con-
;erned, it is a fact that they are making huge 
profits, the private people are making 
profits. But the question is this : We ire 
importing dry fruits from countries ike 
Afghanistan, Iran and Iraq and they lave 
also to agree whether the State Trad-ng 
Corporation or some other organisa-ion 
should be allowed to import them or tot and 
I do not want to go into details. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN : Yes, Mr. Bhupesh 
Gupta.. You do not want to put any ques-
tion ? All right. Mr. Chatterjee. This is the 
last question. Mr. Chatterjee, do you want 
to put a question ? 

SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE : Yes, Sir. 
Only a very short question. 

Will the hon. Minister inform whether he 
has any proposal to take over the textile 
mills. I have particularly in mind the 
Annapurna Cotton Mills of West Bengal 
which is locked up since October, J 970. It 
has very modern machines. For such tex-
tile mills, has the Government any 
proposal to take them over ? 

SHRI L. N. MISHRA : Sir, we have no 
proposal to take over the industry. But 
individual mills we are taking over. The 
Textile Corporation has at the moment 28 
or 30 mills. About this particular mill I 
have no information. If the hon. Member 
will write to me, I will see to it. 

MR.   CHAIRMAN   :   Next  question. 

PRODUCTION   OF    CONTROLLED 

CLOTH 

*3. SHRI   KR1SHAN   KANT:t 
SHRI ARJUN ARORA  : DR. 
SALIG RAM : SHRI   
RAJENDRA   PRATAP 
SINHA : 

Will the Minister of FOREIGN TRADE  

 be pleased to state 

(a) what is the quantity of controlled 
cloth produced in the country during the 
first three quarters of 1971; 

(b) what arrangements have been made 
by Government for its fair distribution 
within the country; 

(c) whether all the mills have honoured 
the agreement to produce the necessary 
quantity of controlled cloth; and 

tThe question was actually asked on  the 
floor of House by Shri Krishan Kant. 

(d) if the answer to part (c) above be in 
the negative, what action has been taken 
by Government against them ? 

THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN 
TRADE/    (SHRI 
L.N.   MISHRA):   (a)   177.85  million sq. 
metres. 

(b) There is no control on distributio n of 
cloth.   The   State   Governments   keep a 
watch on distribution   under the Essential 
Commodities Act. 

(c) All the mills have implemented the 
new scheme effective from 1st June, 1971. 

(d) Does not arise. 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT : May I know 
from the hon. Minister whether is he aware 
of the fact that the prices of cloth have 
been increasing for the last six months, 
particularly of controlled cloth? Controlled 
cloth is not available at the fixed prices. 
May I know if this complaint has come 
before the Government. Jf so, what is 
being done by the Government ? Have they 
thought of taking over the distribution of 
the cloth in their hand ? Do they ensure 
that the Slate Governments are taking 
action under the essential Commodities 
Act? May I know also whether it is not a 
fact that handloom and power-loom cloth is 
being taken by the mills and sold as mill 
cloth at a profit of 40 per cent ? 

SHRI L.N. MISHRA : As I have stated 
earlier, the prices of textiles have risen 
abnormally high, especially of coarse cloth. 
I have also staled that the production is not 
sufficient. As we know, Sir, the production 
of coarse cloth had come to 2.6 per cent as 
against the commitment of 25 per cent. In 
June we came with a formula and the mills 
were asked to produce 20 per cent. About 
the rise in the prices of superfine cloth, 
there is no control on these varieties. But if 
any shopkeeper, or trader sells coarse cloth 
at a higher price, the States Government is 
asked to take action under   the  Essential      
Commodities  Act. 


